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As important as sunshine anu soil, the Delta's water resources 

are a necessary iteL in a progressive economy. Aside from furnishing 

domestic anki industrial needs, our water resources today are being 

rapi,14 aeveloped for irrigation. P. H. Grissom, Agronomist at the 

Stoneville Experiment Station, has pointed out some very significant 

filx.da„Ls in his research on crop response to irrigation. Although we 

are experiencing a prolonged drought, which has accelerated the 

developaent of irrigation, his records show that even during years of 

normal rainfall the distribution of the rain is such that supplementary 

irrigation in the Delta can be practicea very profitably on many crops 

every year. Pull-scale irrigation too is profitable. The acreage in 

rice has been growing ny leaps and bounds, and this crop must be 

irrigateu with large volumes of water. 

In view of the large development of water for rice irrisation, 

close attention must be given to the water budget in each locality. 

At first, most of the rice development was along the streams where 

surface water was most readily available. Soon it became a, ,patent that 
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there was a definite limit to this water, an attention was turned more 

and more to the ground-water supplies to supplement the stream waters. 

As the rice growers began to realise that there was a very large ground-

watcL- reservoir available directly beneath their lands, veils were 

installed at sites chosen by the grower whether they were near a stream 

or many miles from one. Thus today we have a widespread development of 

wells for rice irrigation, as well as for other crops. 

The phenomenal increase in the use of ground water for agriculture, 

industry, and public supplies in the past few years has been an important 

factor in ac,elerating the field inventory and appraisal of the ground-

water supplies of Mississippi. Such an appraisal, under way at the present 

time as part of a Statewide study of the ground-water resources, was begun 

in Septemoer 1953. It is being made oy the U. S. Oeologital Survey in 

,_00peration. the Mississippi State Geological Survey. The purpose 

t„f the titudy is to determine the quantity ana quality of grouna water 

available for use in the various geologic formations. The work involves 

a long azu tedious task of field contacts and inspections in order to 

outain the pertinent basic data. L the Delta, for example, several 

months had to be spent in assembling dataA itt-order-that reports can-be, 

draete-to-'te.use# as intelligent guides for aevelopment of the ground-water 

resonrc".s and to aid in a State water-conservation program. 

As an immediate result of the field work in the Delta, information 

colletteu for about 810 wells, 450 of which are irrigation wells 

drawing water from the shallow alluvium. Automatic water-level recorders 
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are in operation on 8 carefully selected observation wells, and about 

275 additional wells are being measured manually from time to time to 

determine the water-level changes. These remoras form a part of the 

information being used to map and interpret the character of the large 

underground reservoir in the alluvium. The alluvium ranges. in thickness 

from only a few feet near the hills to about 160 feet and averages 140 

feet. A properly constructed well in this aquifer will readily yield 

about 2,000 gallons a minute; some wells yield 3,500 gallons a minute or 

more. 

Of the total number of irrigation wells about 300 were used to 

irrigate rice in 1954 and the remainder to irrigate pasture and various 

row crops. In Bolivar County alone records have been collected for 233 

irrigation wells as of April 1955 of which 142 were in operation in 1954. 

About 100 were drilled during the 3-year period prior to 1954. 

The total pumpage of ground Aster from the alluvium for irrigation 

in the entire Delta in 1954 has been estimated as 334,000 acre feet. The 

rate of use during the period of pumping, lasting between y0 and 105 days, 

amounted to an average of about 844m0o gallons a minute. This compares 

with an average discharge of about 135,000,000 gallons a minute in the 

Mississippi River at Vicksburg di.rin,g the same period. In Bolivar County, 

which is perhaps the center of the large rice-irrigation district, the 

total rate of pumping by wells amounted to approximately 300,000 gallons 

a minute during the irrigation season. In addition to irrigation, a large 

volume of water in the aggregate was pumped for domestic, stock, and 

industrial uses in the Delta. 
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sow, with this great development of ground water, the question 

may well be asked; what is happening to the muter table? The decline 

of ground-water levels during dry seasons, and particularly the aeclirt 

in places where relatively large quantities of water are pumped from 

wells, are probably the Chief reasons for the widespread but erroneous 

belief that the water table throughout the entire Delta is persistently 

falling and that the ground-water supplies will eventually be exhausted. 

Questions in the minds of many owners of irrigation wells are theses 

Whac are the limits of safe pumping in my neighborhood? Bow closely can the 

weAle be spaced? These are largely questions of economics, it sees, in the 

light of present knowledge. 

In discussing the long-range trends of ground-water levels it is of 

utmost it to know the Limjor causes of fluctuations of the water 

table. Such causes include the following: precipitation which causes 

recharge, usually resulting is a rise in eater levelc„pumping a well or 

allowing an artesian well to flow, and evaporation ana transpiration, all 

of which constitute discharge and result in a lowering of the water levels. 

Illustrations of the rise ands fall of the water table in parts of the 

Delta uue to some of these causes are shown in Nures 1 anu Ge 

Figure 1 shove the water-level fluctuation in unused well 64, drilled 

.4_05 feet deep for an irrigation eui,i44 2.4 miles east of Lake Washington, 

and precipitation at Lake Washington and Greenville, MissAle4T14,- Collection 

of precipitation records at Lar.e Washington was begun by the U. S. Geological 

survey in December 1y54; Greenville is a long-established station of the 

Weather Bureau. The observation well is equipped with an automatic, 
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water-level recorder. Miste the close relationship between substantial 

rains that fell in the first half of May and the rise of water level in 

the well)smounting to more than two feet. The smell upward steps in the 

water level to=g4ktptalfloer also correlate closely with the rains 

after the end of the irrigation season)indicating recharge. 

Daring the irrigation, seasonthe water level declined and recovered 
aAtkAik 

sharply in response to the4 'will. (See fig. 1) An 

irrigation veil about Ipolo feet from 84 was pumped from Hay 6 to 11 and 

caused a water-level decline of more than 3 feet in 54. Prot:, Nay lo to 

early Jude this well was on and off several times causingdeclines during 

pumping followed by rises when the pump was idlepas shown by the graph. 

rout this well)togethar it h_that.frosa another about 6,000 feet 

away :.mused the general decline in water level shown by the graph from 

June 3 to mid-JUly. The sharp peaks were caused by cessation of pumping 

Awrone or both wells for several hours or days and represent a-slow-

recovery of the water table during these periods. Beginning in mid-ALly) 
%.5k.i. 

ali--;almesAirrigation veil went into operation simultaneously (the third 
,2. 

located about .),000 feet from 64) and caused a total decline of about one-

amicins;-biall feet in addition to the decline caused earlier by the other 

two wells. Close analysis of the hydrograph, however, indicates that the 

total decline would have been uomewhat greater in the observation well 

except for irrigation returns ("insoale) to the water table of water 

applied to the fields and seepage losses from canals. 
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In late August and early September there were periods of reduced 

pumping or no pumping)and the water table rose substantially as shown 

by the graph. The net decline at the water table from April 30 to 
2-

September 30, 1954 was about Awe feet. However, there was a net rise 

between mid-April measurements in 1954 and 1955, indicating ready local 

recharge from favorable rains that fell wring the first four months of 1955. 
NaA 

A tobueral irrend of the water table will be observed one 

kg. 1 between the step rises caused by rains. This represents movement
A 

of ground water away from the well locality and is probably associated 

with areal drought conditions causing regional decline of the water table, 

which has been observed elsewhere. 

It was decided in the spring of 1954 to construct a water-table 

map of Bolivar County (pig. 4) for the following reasons: 

1. It would likely be typical of other counties bordering the 

Mississippi River. 

'‘).. Irrigation aevelopment is greatest in Bolivar County. 

3. A virtually complete inventory of irrigation wells had been 

made for the county and the 1110p would show the effect of the 

concentrated pumping. 

About '450 wells includingdrive points used for domestic and stock 

purposes and abandoned irrigation wells were used as observation wells in 

making the map. A set of measurements was obtained in the first half of 

April 1954 for all the wells. Another set of measurements was obtained 

in the last week or `.august ea-the same wells. The differences between April 

and August measuremeLts were plotted to make this map. These differences 

showed that the water table fll 0.6 foot on the average on the flanks of 

the heavily pumped areas, and from 5 to 6 feet on the average throughout the 
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heavily pumped areas. The maximum change of 13.7 feet occurred in an 

observation will near the center of pumping west of Bogue Phalia in the 

southern part of the county. 

Three major cones of depression developed during the pumping season. 

Oa. mapl. The largest and most extensive lies southwest of Cleveland 

between Deer Creek and Bogus Phalia and indicates a local maximum recline 

of more than 10 feet in the water table. Two smaller cones lie 6 and 12 

miles respectively northwest of Cleveland, and a/11=1:11;tlam/)one lies 

north of Cleveland. Two other dompamative&30 small cones are in the northern 

part of the county. A set of measurements obtained on the same wells in 

ApriJ4 1955 for 4 comparison with the measurements of April 1955 Showed 
t_ 

thatWitriii7fell recovery of the water table-),during the winter from the 

effects of pumping)with the exce-Aion of the area o miles northwest of 

Clevelana)where it lacked about tift feet of recovery. 

The cones do not indicate overpumping or excessive lowering of tt...J 

water table. Such a condition, if it develops, can:onWaiiii0after 

a long period of observation,when several more sets of seasonal measure-
/ 

meats will be available. 

Instrumental levels will be run as soon as possible tci the wells 

Co obtain elevations so that a water-level contour map can be drawn. 

This will be similar in appearance to a topographic map and will show the 

high and low places in the water table. turn w4.11 indicate the 
I 1.) 

direction of flow of around water into and4 in the area, the sources of 

rechargeland the influence of the streams 
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In the Grand Prairie district of Arkansas) serious problems 

have developed in the past several years as a result of !aline, water 

levels. caused by intensive pumping for irrigation. Today the)eiZt!' 

j".\-"t 
A experimenting with ial-recharge netho4Mor building up the water 

..1-3Z.A...-eLAR, • 

table in the more critical localitiesiN Although present data indicate 

that the hyarologic conditions in the rice-graving district of Mississippi 

ere not exactly similar to those in the seriously affected Grand Prairie 

district ,the records for Mississippi at this time are too short and 

inadequate to make a direct correlation with any degree of accuracy. 
p(c. 

Possibilities of serious water-table declines may be averted byporoperir— 

engAmeeretil.well spacing. Should problems arise from ovedivelopmentthe 

ground-water reservoir in the alluvium-soy t considerable exjilens be 
• 

artificially recharged}in tho several placesappear favorable for 
c 

selective flooding or by pumping water from streams into key wells. 
ALAI-, i 

r.4. 16-14successfully seed. in other states.ancl the U. S. 
= 31 S" k.11 

Geological Survey is investigating possibilities in this field for Miss-

issippi should the need arise. 

A ver large quantity of water, which has accumulated over a long 

perio,4 of time, is stored in the nature; underground reservoir formed by 

the loses of sand and gravel that lie below the Delta surface in Mississippi. 

Very little is known of the exact method of natural replenishment Although 

it seems that ready replenishment may be at hana to supply present withdrawals. 

Oa the other band, no one can predict how extensive the future irrigation 

develop.tent may be. Therefore, much additional field research is needed 

before sauna predictions can be offered concerning the ultimate safe yield 

of the shallow ground-waterlaqmiter in the Deilts,....:1)Altarewit 1% i s Alkter-rich 

Alta, there iik-sokoemek-th,ing.aso.aa inashaust4Le supply,and more rigid 

conservation methods s 

https://iik-sokoemek-th,ing.aso.aa
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Figure 2. 
IL, to Putnam: from April to nugust 1954 Bolivar °runty, Mississ4pp4 
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